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Every successful company has unique principles and strategies that contribute to their success.
Such mantra of success plays a major role in achievement of objectives of any concern, but at the
same time there is always a fear of competitors copying the policies. This is the reason why all
major companies are striming hard to protect their intellectual property rights, their formulas of
success, secrets & the processes of guarding their secrets. For the same companies are ready to
invest heavily in developing & implementing such strong and foolproof mechanisms to prevent any
kind of harm or danger to them.

Activity Reporter proves to be a very important tool for companies to monitor all the activities of their
computer users. It acts like an awesome spying engine running in the background & recording every
keystroke & every activity on the computer or internet without the knowledge of the user side by side
when monitoring process takes place, screen shot/report is generated on a regular basis.

Features:-

â€¢	Monitors & record application activities.

â€¢	Unique features of Activity Reporter to white list & black list application enables the organization to
monitor more effectively.

â€¢	Black list:-  applications added will get captured and be visible in alert.

â€¢	White list:-  application added but no activity recorded.

â€¢	Application monitor time log can be maintained for specific applications.

â€¢	All clipboard contents captured in case sensitivity.

â€¢	Take screenshots within the specified time interval or on every mouse click.

â€¢	Different qualities of screenshots.

â€¢	Logs working hours and idle time

â€¢	Uploads all logs into the separate folders by FTP (in the stealth mode).

â€¢	Password protected so only authorized personnel can access the reports.

â€¢	Capture ICQ, Skype, Google talk, MSN, Yahoo, QIP chats, etc.

â€¢	Select the level of tracking.

â€¢	Enable or disable password for the software.

â€¢	User friendly interface.

â€¢	Instant installation from a memory card or a flash drive.
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Benefits:-

â€¢	Helps parents to monitor their child activity on computer and internet world.

â€¢	Helps employer to monitor activities of the employees in order to enhance their productivity.

â€¢	Unattended reporting of computer utilization.

â€¢	More informed decisions when purchasing new computer resources.

â€¢	Efficient decision making when renewing software licenses.

â€¢	All the user activities are sending to a specified email in stealth mode so that only the authorized
person can access the reports and can take necessary steps to improve efficiency and productivity
of the employees.
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Saanjh - About Author:
Saanjh is an expert writer focusing on Software related topics. She has written many articles for
software for many purposes. Check out the software a Parental Control Utility and a PC monitoring
for monitoring your PC.
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